and US space programmes -their successes and failures. This political, cultural and technical context is enriched with information that has come from the cosmonauts themselves in recent years. For example, details of the accidents and deaths that hindered the Soviet lunar programme, from the cosmonauts' point of view, enable Eicher to tell a more complete story. He strikes a fine balance between detail and readability.
But the book is so much more. Its 150 stereo photographs, which can be seen in 3D through a stereo viewer, make it an immersive experience. Since childhood, May has collected stereoscopic devices -a Victorian technology in which two photographs of the same subject (taken a small horizontal distance apart) are displayed side by side. Looking at these through a viewing device, at a certain distance and with eyes 'relaxed' , the brain creates the perception of depth, and previously unresolved details jump into focus. The pairs of images that Eicher and May include show everything from cosmonaut Alexei Leonov, the first spacewalker, in 1965, to the Apollo 12 lunar module Intrepid flying insect-like above the Moon's surface in 1969. A hand-held LITE OWL viewer developed by May is included with the book with instructions (see go.nature.com/2ezgyg6). For those struggling to see in 3D, try starting with high-contrast images such as the one of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
Stereo photography was not an aim of the Apollo missions. But many sequential photographs were taken -for instance by Stuart Roosa in Apollo 14 while circling the Moon -which enabled May to assemble several pairs. May and his team also trawled the NASA archives to find serendipitous pairs of photographs or film stills with just the right baseline separation. To illustrate the Soviet effort, for which no sequential images existed, they had to convert 'mono' photographs into stereo pairs.
As these vivid images remind us, the pace of progress would have been much slower without the fierce competitiveness of the space race. However, the cold-war wall between the two countries made avoidable, sometimes tragic, mistakes inevitable. 93 Feet East, London. 8 November 2018; Touring 8-11 November. the Blitz, she switched pre-recorded tracks of orchestral music into broadcasts of live music. That allowed the musicians to flee the city's grand concert venue, the Albert Hall, without the radio audience knowing.
In the 1950s, Oram became intrigued by the potential of tape recording to transform music by exploding space and time. She was a fan of musique concrète, regularly staying up all night to mix her own tracks. In 1958, after years of badgering the BBC to modernize its music, Oram and her colleague Desmond Briscoe were given a room with some old equipment. Thus began the workshop.
Oram left after just a year. The BBC asked her to take six months off, saying it was concerned that the equipment might have adverse effects on the human body. So she quit.
Oram set up her own home studio in a converted rural oast house in Kent. She continued to compose electronic sounds, and to lecture and write about the nature of vibrations. She launched a field that she called Oramics, using a device that she built for 'drawing' sound. The size of a dressing table, it subverted the technology behind the cathode-ray oscilloscope, which converts sound waves into a picture. Lines, squiggles and dots sketched on 35-mm film were scanned and used as indications of pitch, vibrato and timbre. (It was, in effect, an early sequencer -a technology that eventually came along in the 1980s.) In her seminal 1972 book An Individual Note of Music, Sound and Electronics, she wrote of humans as instruments, harbouring "a whole spectrum of resonant frequencies" that are "vibrant with pulsating tension".
Oram paved the way for Derbyshire , who famously crafted the unearthly 'sweeps and swoops' of the Doctor Who theme tune in 1963. Derbyshire told interviewers that her love of abstract sounds came from the airraid sirens she heard growing up in Coventry during the Blitz, recalling that "the sound of the 'all clear'" was electronic music. She studied mathematics and music at the University of Cambridge, and took an analytical approach to experimenting with sound. Her notes, now archived at the University of Manchester, are full of mathematical symbols and equations. She jotted down explicit frequencies and used the dots and dashes of Morse code.
Her sketched scores are visual -crescendos of squiggles, rings of organic contours and hatched textures of mass and void. Triangular bursts march across the page like streams from flak guns. Some rounded forms look like the Lissajous patterns (formed from interacting sine waves) that she must have seen on oscilloscope displays. Her notes are also littered with evocative words: hum, beat, splash, shimmer. T h i s R a d i op h o n i c l e g a c y was the launching point for the concerts, performed by musician Jo Thomas and artist Olivia Louvel. At the first performance at 93 Feet East, a concrete venue in east London, each deftly controlled networks of tabletop electronics. These sent tsunamis of sound waves shuddering through the audience's chests, and lofted clouds of siren vocals around our heads. The compositions were compelling, richly textured and darkly powerful.
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